Share your vision of the future with world leaders and students from all over the world:

Write a winning essay and participate at the 48th St. Gallen Symposium in Switzerland, all expenses covered!

**Deadline for applications: 1 February, 2018**

**Symposium topic:** "Beyond the end of work".

**Symposium dates and location:** May 2–4, 2018 at the University of St. Gallen in Switzerland.

**Take the opportunity to:**

$ Meet 600 top managers, entrepreneurs, politicians and scientists from around the world

$ Share your ideas with the symposium’s global audience

$ Take part in small and intimate gatherings with world leaders

$ Meet 200 of the world’s brightest young minds and become member of a global community

**Participate in the symposium’s essay competition:**

**Essay topic:** "Robots are coming for your job. How do you augment yourself to stay economically relevant?"

**Prizes:** The top three participants at the essay competition will win the St. Gallen Wings of Excellence Award, a CHF 30,000 prize, and their participation expenses (travel, board and lodging) will be fully covered.

**Eligibility:** The competition is open to graduate and postgraduate students born in 1988 or later.

**Deadline for applications:** February 1, 2018

[For more information]